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%;; ,Abstract 'f..
3

This paper describes the results of a behavioral analysiI-12 learning
sequences used in initial instruction in ChTirlew Reading Systtrzi (NRS),
an early reading curriculum. A rational analysis busing eliavioral cate-

igories yielded a set of strategies for''teachingci-eading, cquisitioq skills.
PContingency management was assessed by an application of the blackout.\technique. Errors on progress che4s wererelited to the content and

design of the learning sequences. The results of the analysis Provide
data f6r the evaluation of the instructional products. The method used
for the analygis has general application to the asaessraent of others.
instructional products.
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CURRICULU,M ANALYSIS OF AN EARLY READING PROGRAM:
INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES AND CONTINGENCY MANAGEMENT

Claire M. McCormick'

Learning esearch and DevelopmLt Center
niiversity of Pittsburgh

, .
This paper presents e res is of an analysis of selected products

4., of a structured curriculu in early reading. The purpose of the study
was to provide one kind of formative evaluatiori of particular instructional
sequences in the New Primary Grades Reading System (Z1RS), (Beck8.:

'Mitroff, 1972). The analysis showed what was being taught ana how it
was being taught. e main emphasis, however, was on how reading
acquisition skill, ere taught in NRS. Hence, the entire thrust of the
study was to make explicit the particular instructional strategies that
were operative within the analyzed curriculum products. It is through
the instructional strategy that learning theory enters the classroom. A
major purpose of,this paper has been to show the extent to which princi-
ples derived from learning theory have been incorporated into the planned
learning sequences of NRS.

To further clarify the focus of the study, it may be helpful to say
what it is not. It is not an analysis of.readingcontent or subject matter.
It is -apt an analysis of mature or even skilled reading behavior. It is an
a.nalysteof a particular instructional approach (that embodied in the NRS
curriculum products) for teaching reading acquisition skills to yoUng chil-
dren of kindergaAen or first -grade age level.,/

'.Now at Trinity College, Washington, D. C.
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The content of this study is a set of instructional strategies de-

rived frarn the overall strategy or design of NRS curriculum products.

These strategies are described and discussed under headings from the

Skinner- Holland basic learning cycle (Holland & Doran, 1973). The 5

strategies found'tn NRS have a generalizable usage. Making them ex-

plicit within the context of a specific reading acquisition curriculum

* shows, to a greater extent than cursory examination of the

permits, how and why the provam works. It also provides specific

examplie for others who would instruct in reading acquisition skills.-

This paper will first give a general overview of the 'NS curricu-

lum. This includes a listing of tfie instructional components or products

available-to teacher and/or student. In additior1, the organizational

structure of the materials is briefly deScribed. Then, the specific

products which are the subject of this analysis are identified; As part
of-,the general overview, the limitations of a Skinner-Holland approach

to curriculum analysis are discussed.. The design of the study is ex-

`plained briefly. -.

The second section of this paper presents the basic findings of the

analysis, -These are strategies of instruction. They are presented

under headings which roughly coincide with the Skinnerian learning cycle

(Skinner,, 1968): stimulus control, Student responses, promoting mem-

ary, evaluation of responses, and contingency management. The final

section of this paper presents some conclusions based on the findings
At

and some implications derived from this particular type of stud'y.

General Overview
I -

Description of the Curriculum

The New Primary Grades ReadingSystemNNRS) is an experimen-

tal reading ac4iisition program produced at the -Learning Research and
,

Development Center of the University of PittSburgh., The rationale and

design of the curriculum nave been presented in another paperTB-Eck &

*
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,,Mitroff, 1972). Thel instructional- components of NRS consisi of the
following: a teacher's.manual for each level; cassette tapes for each
lesson, a workbo'ok for each leyel or part of a level; blending booklets,
letter cards,-and pocketcharts; story books, tests, games, and manipu-.
labfes. and, finally, alternative teaching strategies...One of the-unique,
features of NRS-is the sign of the system, with each compb4ent-
containing specified content and skills that are related to and integrated
with Ether components along the continuum of instruction. Figure 1
highlights the essential features of NRS.

. ,

The general approach to reading in NRS is a code-.breaking'one.
.1Decoding or word attack skills are specifically taught, if a word has not

-yet become a part of the hild's recognition vocabula;y,thecaoTh may
be attacked in its separat etter parts and so decoded.

Within NRS, there are four strandg or patterns of-.progression.
' Th.ree of thesethe decoding strand, the comprehension strand, and

the, self z-nanagement strand -move in i'kiind of intertwining sequence.
The fourth strand, that of alternative strategies, is available for chil-
dren who cannot respond saccessfulry in the planned progression of

-rlessoni and rey,ws. G.

* 'The curriculum is organized into approximately 16 levels. The
first two levels contain 25 teacher-led lessons. Each level thereafter

ti contains abo 0 cassette-led lessons. Within inch level, there isip,r
vision'for th ho-ii,zotal and vertical movement. The vertical rib,/
rkent is termed the prescriptive category (see f'i'gure 21. The hor'zon-
tal moveMent includes' number of story books-, games. and, ma
bles that child is encouraged but not required tb try. r

`'Phis study centers-on 'the instructional sequence that prhprises
the vertical progression A f the curriculum as this isfser ortliiii the, /linear set of behavioral objectives-embodied\in equehses. ,,The

,'segment of interest is the vertical progresston nd e initiak,instruc-
taon within this progression (i.e.. the first tiifie aparteular type of

/
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DOMTIN

POPULATION

SPECIAL FEATURE

First three years df
reading instruction

City children in U.S.A'
.*

Individualized in-

prescription and
maintenance

--routes. selection
--pupil: choice and alternate

paths

STRUCTU 16 Levels:
l0seguences.per_l_evr.1

A

FUNCTION To teach new skills

To maintain old skills

To build fluency

To permit i'disCovery" learning

SCOPE Reading in its broadest sense

The perception and comprehensso of written messages in a manner paralleling that of
the corresponding spoken messa (Carroll. 1964)

APPROACH Code-breaking,
synthetic phonics
analytic phonics
linguistic patterns
contirktual presentation

of linguistic elements

NRS is an individualized adaptive systerrt in a student centered environment The Ra-
tionale and Design of a Primary Grades Reading System (Beck & Mitroff, 1972)-

I le

Figure 1 New Readinb System.

4
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VERTICAL PROGRESSION

START

Cassette B

Cassette-Led

Instruction A

Workbook
Exerctsei A

Workbook
Exercises B

ANALYSIS

Progress
Check A'

141,

_ HORIZONTAL PROGRESSION'

Prowess
.1

Check B

Satisfactory?

Satisfactory? i YES
Story book VI,
Story 2 Of 5 A

or both

Recycle?

Participate in any
ryI all, or line of.

Games and Story' Taped
Maniputatives Booklets Stones

ss,

*Iternative
Teaching

Strategies

Progress

Check B

Satisfactory?

Figure 2,

1-
Get Cassette A for
next appropriate IS
new instruction

Others

CommerCial trade books,
Story writing, ntC

Flowchart of the instrgctional sequence of NRS (From Beck & Mitroff, 1973.)
1*
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learning is introduced). Workbook pages are studied only as follow-up

diand maintenance of skills that were taught initial instruction. (,See
OM

6

4

bracketed section labeled Analysis. in Figure 2.) The-materials analyzed

are the scripts for teacher -led lessons, response sheets with tape
scripts Tor cassette -led lessons, a'nd workbook follow-up pages.

Limitations of the Analysis

The,limitations of a Skinner-Holland approach (Holland &

1973) to curriculum analysis are basically the same as those of a more
general Skinnerian approach (Skinner, 1953) to behavior. Within the

Skinner-Holland model, instruction is viewed as essentially air;anage-
7

ment process: The task is to control the conditions of learning by

.applying the basic learning principle. This principle can be stated
thus: Arrange for the leadier..lo make the appropriate response 9
that it can be reinforced. Analysis, accordg to this model, calls for
the identification of the three terms of the contingency (viz. , the stimu-
lus, the response,,, and the reinforcement).!! This three-term contingency.'

or operant then becomes the repeatable unit to be used in the construc-
tion of repliFable sequences of curricultim. The analysis is thus limited
to a clear identification of stimuli, responses, and contingencies for

reinforcement of c-ritical responses. Fucthefmore, only curriculum
products that have adhered to,this Skinne'rian design, at least implicitly,

.
should be subjected to thin kind of analysis.

Both the design and the analysis of the design are based on the

assumption that raboratory vatiables can be translated into the class-
room setting and still retain enough validity to facilitate learning and to
operationalize thlprinciples of learning theory, This same assumption
requires-arleast-some degree,Qf individualization in the, design of the
curriculum materials.

,

Another assumption of this approach to the design and analysis of

curricula is that learning is the product of the of behavior.

6
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Related to this is the contention that errors are punishing and 'should,
therefore, be minimized arlyie plan of Instruction. trror rates do,
howeNler. give data on jAgert student responses. In accordance with'
these assumptions, this type of curriculum analysis will place empha-
sis on the contingencies built.into the program. The analysis also
consider data' on student err-Ors as giving access to information on stu-
dent learning.' The mode 4of correction of errors also merits attention
in the analysis.

Finally, tgi type of analysis used'in this study assumes that there
is a definite "body",of knowledge" to be organized. In this way, instruc-
tion can be objective, precise, aldefficient:t The rate of learning for
individuals is,maximized. While this analysis does 'not deal:with the
issue of indjvidual student rates, it does extract from the materials a
structure of the skills of reading acquisition. 4

A basic limitation of the Skinner-Holland approach to the analysis
of cul=1.icula is that no use is made of cognitive models of learning.The
work on meaningful Verbal learning or in psycholinguistics, memory,
and perceptiont cannot be Iftilized. Knowedge is equated with behavior
and there is no attempt made to describe events in the conceptual sysz
tom. The variables studied are limited to programming variables.
that is, input or stimuli, outp t or responses, and straightforward rela-
tionships between-and amon these. The 8kinrier-Holland method con-
centrates on shaping behavibr by a eradual progression and successive
approximations, prompting and fading of prorripts, and active responding
as evide_ncet of prtper discriminative behavior, These gon,stitute the
condition kp of learning.

Design of the Study I.

. /The study is designed on the assumption that inherent in the
materials of NRS is a prescriptive theory of instruction for reading
acquisition. In constructing the components of a curriculum according

I



to a predetermined' plan, there are at least four elements to be con-

sidered: a) the structure of he skill to be a,cqui;ed (the basic tasks
. .

7
of' reading acquisition), (b) the entry behavior of the le'artinr, (c) the

instrucuonal procedures, and (d) assessment of mastery behavioror

Gliser, 1976). In identifying the structure of reading acquisition

skills as they appear in NRS,stlie_hierarchy for decoding produced by
. -

Gagne (1965) serves as a model.- The reading acquisition mQels re- ,

- .
ported in the Targeted Research and Development Project 'On Reading

(Williams, 19 also serve as aids to identify the small tasks of read-
_
i7ig acquisition n-NRS.

The task analysis fdr N12.8 halbeen divided into two parts: __`
.- 4

. ' ,

i *decoding tasks and comprehension tasks (see Figure 3)i Entry..beliav-

.( for of the learner 1)as been identified'ys the Lang age skills possessed:
..

by a 5-s or ,t-year-bld child. The typs of tasks designed for the instruc-

tional sequences make some assumptions b.bntit the skill§ the child -*:\

already has and those he Needs to be taught. This study has accepted'

those assutription,s. ,
-.

-
At the end of the study, some discussion is given to the results

.
study,

of the.progress checks. This is not a statistical or quantitative meas- -

'ure of results. It is descriptive and its puiposie is to point out'the

degree o success ilkieved by the learners using the.modeof a(sess-

ment bu' t into the design of the material4

Atte Main emphasis. The main emphasis of this study is third

essential element for an instructional design, the instructional proce°-

ciiires'or strategies". 'the prescriptive principles or instructional strate-

gies identified are those derived from the Skinner-Hollandlearning

model: These are strategies related to-stimuli, strategies related to
../.4

t. student response,. and strateg s for'contingency managgment, including
to)

sequencing.

Selection of curriculum components. Curriculum materials to

be analyzed were selected only from the vertical progression (i.e.,

8
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DECODING (graphemic units) /.
1 Produce the sound that corresponds to the stimulus: a single letter,

a digraph, a blend, a diphthong ,
2. Identify_graphemic units by sound
3. Discriminfate.graphemic units by sound
4. Discriminate sp,elling patterns 'as graphemic units '
5 Blend sounds intb words
6 Identify words' by sound.
7 Discriminate words by sight ,

B. 9iscriminate various, units .presented sirriultaneouslg
9. Discriminate the-refevanit graphemic stimulus .

10 Geneze among graphemic units

COMPREHENSION (words and Word groups) ..,0
,

1 Labe identify words by picture; transfer meaning frompicture
,t'oword .

2. Identify units of m eaning by'sight: words, phrases,--sentences, ,

paragraphs .

3. Discriminate various units of meaning so.

4 Generalize units of meaning: by sound to units of meaning by -Mr' -
5 Relate oral language patterns and prigted-stoructuol groupings

Elementary comprehersion is on the' level of siintix and surface structure
of language.

The structure of the discipline ofreading is \a set of relationshilos between
spoken and written language,.

Figure 3. Task Inalysis for 11115.

k-
.
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either teacher-led or ca,sseikled lessons; ,see Fivire, 2). From these
le'seons were sCledted only those where's 'strategy was employed for the

first time of where new content required either new strategies or altera-

tions in strategies-already employed. rilgure 4 gives an outline ciYthe

decoding materials in-terms,of curriculum content. Figure 5 shows

the Specific letter- soulid 5orrtspondences,in order of intrdduction into
4

the program. 'These materixls ,form what the designer has termed.t4g,

decoding strand of NRS,' ,

-
In the analylis of the Comprehension strand ofNRS, election of

materials was limited to: la) a single lesson from thoworkbOok

up pages; (b)*Corriprehelsion form'at, types on first occurrence: and

(c) 100 randomly, elected workbook pages. The single-lesson-analys-is

showed strategiesforfacilitating independent copprehension immedi-

. ately following instruction. Study of the various comprehension formats

% showed how both variety and gradual progression iUdiffi'culty were pi-

-teorporabed into the. curriculum. Selection, of 100 workbook pages was

intended to giVe a more-general indication of the dekee of attention to

text that the materials of NRS required from the learner.t #

Procedures of analysis: Once the material; had been selected
and organized as curriculum products, each set nent was-then analyzed

in detail. 7 F2Ur scriptive elements were identified in each instruc-

tional sequen ce zed: ".(a) entry14 avior, (b) mastery behavior (the
reading acquisitiWN-iik), (c) instructional procedure, and (d) assess- %...
merit of mastery., The third element, ,instructional procedure (strate-
gies), received intensive analysis for each segment. The Skinner=

,I c'
,,---"Tio d inedet.(Hol)and ek Doran, 1931) was applied to the procedural

em t of each segmeL of the curriculum selectpd for analysis. In

this way, strategies related to stimulus, to response, and to sequencing.

were made explNit.
. . #. . .

' The materials already selected,in accordance with criteria basecl

on curriculum organization wese'ifurther catillzed by the Skinner`,-

...

.
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Emphasis son Decoding Behavior ,

Textual
Objective Level/

Content andier
Process

Instructional
Product

'Read
regular
words

1 11 symbol/
sound
correspondences

2. algorithm

4

4 Letter/sound
correspondence
in Basic
Script #1

Blendirig in
Basic Script
#2,;t3, and #4

Read
regular
words,
sight
words,
phrases,

'sentences

3 syjnbol/sound
generalization
for ee and ea \

4 Fading the
' algorithm

/ Portion of
Lesson '8,
Leyel II,

Basic Scoots
3, and a4,

Read
spelling
patterns
(larder ,
chunks)

. 5. symbol /sound
correspondence
ch

6. et, it, etc.
spelling
patterns

Read ".
long
and
short
vowels
ui
words -

VI, long and short
vowels; viz.,
i Fading
diacritical
marks

Presentation
' format and

script for
cassetteled
Lesson 3-1A

Lesson 3-4-zA

Cassetteted
Lesson 6-2A

Rr

I.

gure 4. Segments of NRS selected for analysis from the vertical progression of programmed
objectives Emphasis on decoding behavior.

I1

I 14
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PC

Level I Level Ill Level IV Level, V LevelyI'

1 a,m,s,t,c 1 ch 1 d,D v , l'wh
2- , 20 2u Z es 4 2- .
3- 3 I e 3 -- 3 th 3 y/funny
4- 4 patterns 4 k 4 ar 4 -

et, it, ot,
ap, Jp, op ...4

5 sh 5- 5- 5 y/try 5*-
6 n 6r 6- 6- 6j
7 7 7- 7 - all 70 ,,7 ay, at
8- 8g 8w 8 er, ur, ti. 8 x
9e 9h -' 9; 9u . 9 patterns

10 - %,
11 b

I 12 5,6

10 L
11 -

(6)

10
11

Level II
1 S, .T, M 1

2 c, M, N -..."- 2.
1.

4 - 4.

5
6

7 f 7

8 ee, ea
9 -

10 i
11 -
12 -
13 ss, ff, tt, mg ,
14 p

- -(p)

- 16 to
-

(5) (5)' (4)

.

Placement of, b.and d at a distance t,
Introduction of p but not q
Placement of f and v at a distance;-'
Placement VS correspondeneein
Level-41,and 2/in Level II
Only,5 or 6 per 10 or 11*lessons
Alternate stogie L/S correspondence
with digraphs, blends, diphthongs
or patterns
Doc; not introduce all vowels at
once, or all short or all long

_vowels at oncg. N

Note. Numbers in parentheses indicate
- new letter/sound correspondences

,included at each level.

15 pattern
(-

S

4

SEQUENCING OF NEW INSTRUCTIONAL STIMULI PRESCRIPTIVE

-I
5. Sequence of bol/sound correspondences for Levels I VI in NRS.

/

15
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Holland model adco.ding to responseitypes. This categorization is
shown in Figure 6. It was used to group the materials of the'decKding
strand of NRS. RevonSes for comprehension were categorized into
two types: word scanning and textual scanning. Com/pa riso5st.were
made with severaicomprehension taxonomies (Acerbach, 1971, Krroll-

. 4 1. .1972, Davis, 1968; Reading Objectives, 1970). A task analysis of NRS
.,/ 4,

was

given in Figure 3.
. c. .

The1pplication of the Skinner-Holland model to the analys,ig of
instructional ,13 r oc edu r es implies that the Materials have been striic-.

,-tured or programmed. Certain principles oflearning theory have been 4

apfilied.4 The variables derived from that tlYeory sti'ould have assumed. .
Mile importance in thdesfgtirof the materials.

-1, '

iloA p gramming variable is tha, aspect of a learning sequence
that'may be deliberately manipulated by the designer. The recogni-
tion of the Use and function of programming variables is what gives
elegance to\the design of instructio . The Skinner-Holland model
place's emphasis upoti the timuluA the, response, a:nd,thereinforce-,
merit. Within this cOntext, these programming variables *text of
interest: (a) eliciting and maintaining aetention, (b) proirnripting,

(c) response availability, (d) facilitation or interference in memory,
It. .

(e) mediation techniques, (f) page and format layouts, and (g) the use '''
. ,_ ..

of two channels for stimulus input. These partiCular variables are-
,:c

generalizable across a variety of cont In this analysis,, they were
examined with reference to reading et> tent structured fox acquisition
skills. , --, - --..._ Ns

The results of the analysis are of three kinds. -1-irst are the. ..
ort .

strategies or principles of Instruction for reading acquisitioh. These
are derived f rom a rational analysisipf both content and process foK
reading as these show forth in therinstructional materials., The second
is a i Pridy of attention to text.in NRS'as determiner by an application

16
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e

Establishing control by a new stimuluje% punted grapheme for
a spoken sound

Analysis of Basic Script r--1,

2 Establishing a new response pattern (repertoire) joining strings of

graphemic units to fofm words
Analysts of Basic Scripts =2, =3, and Y4

3 Establishing rote associations

In this case, learning sight words
Analysis, of appropriate Lesions of Level II

4 Establishing stimulus generalization-
Making the same response to different graphemic stimuli.
Analysts of the. teacher led portion of Lesson 8; Level H

Eslabl ing arr abstailren
c¢pcep formation, recognition of all instances of a class.
Generalizing across Levels of NfiS through previously

analyzed sequences (see Figure 4):

Figure 6. Types of tasks to be studied m NRS

4



of the blackout technique. The third is a study Hof the mater"a4, in the
fight of student errors on progress checks.

While all three types',ot results in this y are ecific to read--
ing, the procedures used have more general' app 'cation to other content
areas. According to the nature of the discipline,( the same general
process could be adopted. What fellows is a brief reporting of the
results of this study. A more detailed treatment' appears in a doctoral

zi/dissertation, by McGormiCk (1%45).. ` 2*-

Results of the Analysis

Instructional Strategies i NRS

Stiuiture. The analysis' of this-p;ograrnindieates4 that the stru-,

turciftof the discipline of learning to read is a set of relationships (cor-
respondences) between printed textual waits and spokenlallgnage pat-
terns. The;size of the unit of processing is treated as a variable,
feature. The unit for decoding may,vary from a single letter to-a
spelling pattern of three or iota; letters. The unit for, comprehension
may be as small as a_siingle word or as large as an en re sentence,.
By presenting the elements for decoding both in isolation and in con-
text, the program teaches that there_is no one single unit eitlier for
decoding or for comprehension. By consistent variation of the use, of
thee units either in isolation or in context, the learn/er is taught this-
essential concept,which forms the basis for learning-to-read skills:
that h must deal with a variety of graphemic and syntactic units in
order to read well,

The-basic reading acquisition task is The transfer from the use ,

of exclusively auditory synibols for language comprehension to the use
of visual symbols of language for comprehension of. the same message.
In the acquisitichr'stages," the reading of words must be accompanied
by the hearing of *oi ls. The concept of a word is taught by inc1uction

15



when the key phrase. The word is .` completes the procedures

of the blendingalgorithro,, -41.4koiv-t-gzar the algorithm some step;" needed

early In the process a etl o t later. All of this is characteristic-

of the teaching o iiillsIfor reading in NRS.

Mastery behaVior."*Misteryb havior is stated in terms of

Carroll's (1964) definition of reading: the perception and comprehen-

sion of written messages an a math er paralleling that o(the correspond-

ing spoken messages" (p. astery behavior NRS is a relate

term. Within the first six level of tb, inastery behavior for ,decod-

pplication of the skilfa_ccurtained, in th__

r4ion masie,ry includes the use Of i recog-

ontext.-Cfva "ousa types of syntactic` patte;ns.

ing consisof*the unProrrt
blending algorithm. Compre

nit!ion vocabulary yi)ssthin't

Entry loehavior. Upon e tering the New \Rea g System (NRS),
4thOparner is presume to hre the Itirtitular ski is associated with

/;
cardpi-tence rn oral langti e at age fkvp of six. He is not presumed to

,...:1_r- ,have the ability to write., reovier, anj reading acquisition task that
;,.

.7the
child expect 4d to perform independently 1S first presented in in-

tf-uction. Arno4 types of tasks taught in the decoding strand of_NRS

/, is the segmentation of words into their component parts. This'is an

important reading skin thatCannotbepi:esumed to be a part of the

learner's entering behavior. The use of imitation (modeling) in NRS

takes advantage of the skill; already in the learner's repertoire.

Sequent'ing4 As the lessons progress, units (tasks) that were

once quite drstinct become grouped into larger units, ' is is a princi-
/

pIe.running throughthe'entire program. Its applicatio is evident both

in the selection of sWiluli for presentation to the learner and itithe

types of responses that'are slrapel, successively throughput t1te

sequences.

1



Strate ies Related t the,Skinnar-Holland Model

Stimuli. = discriminativestimuli for the decoding strand are
graphemic units various sizes (see Figure 5). Tor comprehension,
the cliscriminati e stimuli are .words al:xl various syntactic patterns,
QUesti8n; are sed in NRS to focus ,the attention of' the learner on spe-
cific syntacti patterns. The observing and instructional stimuli usedtiin modeling re already in the learner's behavioral repertoire. These
stimuli aid the leirner in discriminating the new graphemic stimulus,
which is the object of the Instructional sequence: In NRS, ample use
is made of this strategy.

The basic strategy for the selkction of graphemic stimuli in
is to present to the learner only those units that do follow the alpha--
betic principle. This keeps consistency high. However, inconsistencies

# are also introduced as early as .Kevel I so as to alert the learner to the
fact that they do exist, A

Discrimination of stimuli: Various stiategies Are employed foi"
- the presentation of stimuli. In early learning, ,stimuluspairing is used.

-The oral stimulus is pairekwith tlie graphemic represehtation.and thus
the learrter is guided to give th' same response to a new stimulus. Also,

4 in the beginning, a gross stimulus control is established. This is done
by,presenting the graphemic unit in isolation. Once the learner can
identify the discriminative stimulus (SD), control is'sharpened by pre-
senting the SD

sharpening,contexts. Another strategy for sharpenin
stimulus control i,s matching to sample. Thisls ah easier task than
presenting w ,prds containing the SD alone or where, the SD occurs ill
varying parts of the word. These same techniques are applied ih the
presentation of syntactic units.

Thp use of Arytrast is employed as a strategy in NRS. The
.teacher (voice on-the tape) pronounces words (e.g.., met, mate) before
asking the child to read therm. Another strategy employed in NRS is

I ',
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the intlfoduction of new elements without explicit instruction. For 1

example, the size OP the type is gradually made smaller but no a,tten-,...

Lion is drawn to it.

Examination of the 'response pages shows that generally there is

rpattern oL easy to diffitult. .Th e progression is foni gross discrimi-

nation to shar-per discrim ation. Exceptions to these general prole -'

dunes seem to occur fo th same of relief erom a steady stream of dif-
_ .

..-
ficult and attention-de ending tasks.

Still another technique for stimulus presentation is the combina-

tion of previously learned graphjrnes into spelling patterns, New and

larger units 'formed of4amiliar stimuli are created. Tints, varied

examVes of the.concept of giaphemic unit are provided.

Supporting stimuli. In addition to the S15, the object of the instruc-t

tipn in the learning sequence, there are numerous supporting stimuli.

. 'The function of these varied promPts is to direCt the attentio/of

learriereVaiid to erhible him to-prodnee the correcCre'sPorise.

Basically, prompts are either formal or thematic. Formal prompts

provide information about the form of an erected response. In NRS,

the response fo-rmat itselffterves as a formal prompt. In addition,

within the response format; thase'exazaples of formal promptb occur:

(a) showing part, of a word for completion, (b) use of rhymes, and

(c) the underlining of relevant graphemes: The voice on the tape,can

also deliver formal prompts, particulars in the form of rhymes. The-

"matic prompts depend on meaningful associationsto make it more 'likely

that the student will give the expected responses. These -occur in NRS

especially through the use off pictures and al's through verbal elabora-

tions that the voice_ on the tape given-t4out words. In particular, the

prompts are faded consistently through-lessipn-sequlecesand also

through the lessons of a level, and finalresponses are unprompted and\.'
.independent

18
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Responses in NRS. Written responses,, though limited to mark-
irigs of various types, should be indications thabsome covert response
has already occurred, Responding in NRS,'must be quite frequent. The
_workbook pages, which follow up the instruction of the teacher or cas-
sette to e. perform the function. of providing rehearsal of new skills
taught in initial instruction.

Critical responses. The critielilresPOnse must be identified for
every learning sequence. It is only upon the occurrence of this response

,and its consequent reinforcement that learning can,be guaranteed
(Holland. 1965); Ip the ibeginri* of reading inetruCaon for decoding.

I tt,
the learner actually knows the ifesponses he needs itPoduce.. What
he needs to learn is how and when to use these responses. The strai,-

. -gips used to elicit these known responses in NRS are verbal instructions
end -derncin-STratioo of the'deSired response. Once a r)pw relationship is
learned. it must be practiced_in a variety of contexts and reviewed peri
odically. ,

'44*-

Anoffler strategy used in NRS is derivedfrom -the tactihat there
are classes of responses of which a single response may be One mem-
ber. This is important for the shaping of correct phoneme responses.
An approximation close'enough_to the sound modeled by the teacher
should be accepted as a correct response because it i-s a t4mber
general-class. This priirciiile also takes into account the variations in-
inflection in different parts of the country and the existence of dialects
of English. Accepting w, response° at a member of a class of appropri-
ate responses is an i oritant functidn of the instruction.

The strategies for eliciting'the" critical decoding responses are: -

(a) malting successive approximations, (b) shaping the responses by'clif-
ferential reinforcement and by gradually raising the criterion-of accept-,
'able behaticii; and finally (c_i fading prompts until the rtspoese is pro -
duced independently. With rt,tererkk;to responses. the design-must indi-
cate not only the specific response but also the circumst, ces under

-

r
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which it is to be elicited,. as well as when there is to be a change from

one type of response to another. For exarile, in NRS there is a shift
o

in the letter/sound sequence, from an-imitative auditory response to a-.

response to a graphemic stimulus.

Acquisition of associations, The fundamental inferred response

throughout the decodilig strand is the sintpleassociation., The number

of associations to be learned at one time must be limited, and easily

confused associations should be kept at a distance. The curriculum con-

tent shown in Figure 4 iikicates that this is so. Particularly notable is

the placement of b in LevIl I and of d in a level beyond Level VI. Also

noteworthy is the introduction of only one sound for a .2,1xen graphenie at

a time. the u zacritical marks as a distinguishing characteristic

for vowels tha on otherwise look alike,,and the careful sequencing

to remove the' diacritical marks in later lessons. All of these measures
'

serve to pre ent eonfusion of associations.
,

The acquisition of new associations is .also prompted by efforts to

employ previously learned associations in the learner's repertoire. An

example of this is the introduotion in Level I of a digraph (an important

graphemic concept), which has a very fartiiiliar and, it seems, attractiv"
sound for children: /shl. In the comprehension strand, the voice on

the rape often elaborates Aciut a new word, using familiar associations

in Order to facilitate memory of the word.

In order to demonstrate the acquisition of an association, the

learner must make more than a copying response. In NRS, responses

are required thatimply a discrimination of the stimulus. Sounds pro-

duced early -in the learning sequence by mere imitation are later required

to be produced both independently and when the corresponding grapheme

is presented in any order oL- occurrence.

Discriminations and generalisations. Discriminations should be

prompted, practiced, and introduced with contrastN, In auditory dis-

crimination, imitation (as in the bleniling algorithm) is the learner's

20
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way of showing that he has detected the distinctive features of the
response. Simple generalizations on the pasrt of the learner. can b'e'"
facilitated by requiring the.saMe response to different stimuli. A
more subtle generalization in learning to read is the production of a
un sound upon the presentation of a graphemic unit divArtiver
size. istype of genefdlization is called for throughout Ihe cassette
tape lee ons. The,same type otgeneralization must be made in decbd-

. ing the v iou's examples of syntactic units. This occurs more fre-
quently inothe workbook pages. DemonstratiOn by decoding correctly
is the Means of determining whetherrthe learner has acquired the con-

Presentia& decoding and comprehension units in context (e.g..
in "sto es") enables the learner to use negative infornration. Negative

7infor Con,in'the context of concept formation means the irrelevant
featu ea and negative examples of the concept. A section of continuous
prose compe* the reader to'gendralize with reference to the concepts
of grt.o_libmic unit and Syntactic unit by introducing features' irrelevant
to these concepts for any specific unit he has selected for decoding.

oLnaddition to concept formation, the program provides for_con-
ceprutilization by limiting vocabulary mostly to worcIL alr?ady familiar
to the child. The algorithm provides the-child with a set 4f things to do,
to solve a problem. It also calls on'skills alrady pcuraessed by the '==
learner but showS a new way of com,biningltb'ese

Promoting memory. Still another class of strategies in'NRS are
those that promote memory. Placing highly similar stimuli at a dis-,
tance, limiting the size of a list to be learned, and providing for prac7
tice immediately after instruction alesome of the ways used in NRS to

- 'facilitate memory. Others are immediate reinforcement for correct
11114frresponses and verbal instructions uses so consistently that they may

become self- prompts for the learner, *,Efforts to keep errors to a mini-
mum and to build a large recognition vocabulary indicate attention to
facilitation of memory.

21
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A number of strategies already mentioned have reletiance for

facilitation oftnernory.. Rehearsal is known to be an important modifier

of rate-of learning and degree of retention (Glaser, 1969). The workbook

pages provide rehearsal and this serve the retrieval stages in memory.

The length of tpe span of immediate memory increases when the material

is familiar and has been in some way organized by previous learning

(Gagne, 1970). This same principle is-applied in the blending algorithm.

Since about 30% of the variance in cowellerision achievement can be due

to memory for word eaning (Davis, 1968), using words whose meaning

is already lama: to most 5- or 6-year-olds is an important,strategy.
1

Finally, the recoding provided by the incorporation Of old responses into

new should facilitate memory. Once material is recoded, it may resist

cortrpetition'very strongly (Deese, 1958). Contrast in discriminationt

learning helps to overcome the effects of interference (Gag'ne, 1970).

-

-Evaluation of responses. .13-Y three-t-erm o gency is mearkt the

relatiiiriship between the stimulus, the respons and the reinforcement.

This.relationship should be planned In such a way that the reinforcement

is dependent or contingent upon the production of the correct response

./rothe stimulus_preiented. Reinforcement should_always have reference

. to the specific behavior to be acquired.
fro

To complete the three-term tontingency, once a response .has been

emitted, some decision must be made ag.,,to,its correctness. The re.:--

sponse.must be "sensed" or evaluated. The ideal way to 'do this is on

a one-to-one basis between teacher and student. However, since this

is not possible in thg typical school situation, the teacher must be very

aware of the possibility of interference from the wrong responses of

otherchildren in the group. Ea-r1 learning-requires more continuous

reinforbement than later learning, as iri the early sequences of

The critical final.independcnt response for eaCif sequence is an indi-

vidual - esponse within the group instruction.
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When cassette-led instruction is used, provision must be made
fpr the immediate evaluation to be self-evaluation. In cassette -lel-
instruction, responses 'can only be corrected or confirmed. The pro-
gram sho.71d be very effective provided that the learner's difficulties
have been anticipated and the voice on the tape can give the kind of te

-feedback that the learier needs. Only empirical validation can assure
that this is The rational analysis snowedpat great attention had
been given to £he strategy of pr appropriate feedback to the .!
learner on the tape.

Use of reinforcement. As learning progresses, intermittent
reinforcembnt will suffice to keep the learner moving through a
sequence. Not eves answei need be confirmed and /or praised. One
technique in sequencing is to try to end with both independent and car-

, rest- responses.' However, evaluation or "sensing" of the learner's
'response is thn weakest part of the design of NyS.

ReinibrCement tends to be a rather individualistijkmattei.
eve.r, in designing instruction, it is possible to generalize fo some
degree concerning thkinds of things a particular group orlearners

, ..might find reinforcing. _Types of reinforcement generally used through-
out the program are as follows: (A1 artistic and pleasing arrangements'
Of pages, (b) immediate feedback or knowledge of resu lts, and (clthe
pqssibility for a high level of success, depending on how well the Pro-
gram estimates what the learner can do. Small steps areyeinforced.
The learner can control his owribehavior by turning the tpe recorder
on and off and deciding howlong to stay on a particular frame. The

program makes use of .."silly" sentences, jokes, riddles, puzzles, etc..
The movement from frame to frame and from Workbook ttl workbook
can be reinforcing. ,

In surtunary, the program is not highly responsive to the errors
of the individual. Individualization i4 achieved_by generalizing about
the capabilities of learners of this age who'have n'o previous training
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in reading skills.'Individualizfation depends also to a great extent on
0 ! . v.

the teacher's judgment and the, teacher'sability toga the program to

the learne;. Examination-of individual students! progress through ther

ilk.levels\ of NRS indicated that, except variations in initial starting
.e.

points in.the pie'grartt net m ch varia on was evidenced i, the routes

through the prescribedlessons. Some learners did, of course, skip
io

review.sequences. ivianagenient Ins individualization.occurred gen-

-16 erally at the progress checks., Ideally, this kind of evaluation could
-..

happen all through the seqUences. The materials in themselves are

not responsive to individual errtors of tke learner. The nature of the-

program makes it imperative that teachers have very specific tra

in evaluating the range of acceptable oral decoding responses within

the early sequences.

Contingency Management

An overall anitlysis of the program can be made in terms of con-

tingency management. Generally, the individual sequences as well as

the cumulative sequences have been planned in such a way that, given

the presentation of the appropriate stimulus, the correct response is

elicited and then yeinroroed. Generally,'reinforcement istin the form

of feedback, which, if all has gone as planned, tells the learner tliat.

he is correct:, What the feedback really tells is the correct response,

And then it conditionally tfers5racse to the learner if he has responded
1.

' with the
I.correct answer. 'Jo

... . .

In NRS, contingencies are first t stab5shed for small "steps."

Active and speCif d resp.hnses'a:re detailed incthe letter-sound seqUence.

Later some step are faded and'this sequence itself is incorporated into

the blending :Igor, hm. Then Borne of 4iese stepsoa're failed. Thus, a

.hind of pattern is established.
g

If the learner nail merelyvguess, the contingencies have not been

planned properly.. In the letter-sound sequence, there are two possible
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interferences with the proper secXencing of contingencies. One is the
possibility oPthe learner not resportding correctly and yet being rein-
forced by the teacher who failed to detect his wrohg response because
of-group answering% Another confounding of contingencies could occur
if the child was not ready to move from the mouthing cue to the finger
cue. He could still be looking at eacher's mouth when In should be
looking at the finger pointing t r, which has now beefremoved
from in front of the teacher's face and held at arm's length. This can
be ay.oidedifthe'teachef is careful in making the transition f,roth cue
to cue, and'if s/he is careful to adrniniSter cues in such a way thaLthe
learner does not become distracted and so failto look at the letter
whose sound is being cued. % 4

In good instruction, interesting things should happen after the
student has read a page or lis,tened or looked with care (Skinner, -1968).
When does occur, the raaterials are really self-pacing. SOme of

Cthe management strategies in NRS4issume that reading behavior will
become telf-reinforcing. This_is the_rationale behind the gradual4
withdrawal-of external rewards like praise; especially on the cassettes.

.
9

In planningfor contingency management, not only must the criti-
cal response be identified, but also the other responses leadipg up to
the Rroducfion of the critical response. Moreover, consistency of
demands makes it easier" for the learner to sense the contingencies.

Irin decoding sequences, the con,tingen could b d to the A.
learner thus: If you,corrtlykmitate this sound and then use it to

,r identify the correct grapheme or graphemic unit, you will be rewarded
,z,.(praised). Pointing, looking, and saying must occur sirnultatitrosisly.

srThis is in order to fulfill the condition of continuity for forming, the
or association. In the comprehension sequences, grammar rules deter-

.

mine the contingencies for the successful ciem nstration of knowledge
of the syntax of the language. If the learner is raised only for the 4,

predetermined behavior,_then the contingency will be established and
,k

.
. -'

.....
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the onsequent reward should increase the probability, of correct

responding in the future. For the most part, this is the kind of plan-

ning that is evidenced in the materials of NRS.

Blackout technique. Analysis of the contingent relatiopships built

into the instructional materials was made by using the blackout technique

(Holland, 1967). This is a method'for measuring the extent to which

the response's in a selfl'irtStructional program are dependent on the con-

tent (inferred responses) of the program. The blackout "ratio" is the

percentage of the program that can be deleted without trifluencing error

rate. Research with the blackout technique has indicated that malting

overt responses facilitates learning, provided that these responses

are contingent upon the critical content_of the lesson (Holl'and, 1967).

By critical content is meant one or more tasks identified in the task

analysis. In a well-designed lesson, the student can respond correctly

when and only when his responses demonstrate the"; he has made the

critical inferred response to the stimuli presented in the lesson. In

other words, the learner should make the right response for the right

reason.
_ The requirenlent for overt responses should provide a way of

1

' monttoring the overt responses. In order to mark the correct word

'or 'picture, the learner must have had.to read all or almost'all of the

Words in a given format (frame). In the blaCkout technique, the

taken as the unit of analysis. In the completion of each frakn'e, the

'earner should be able to prgciFes the correct response by reading the

text. "the overall task shoulcibe on.e idenrifiedin the task analysis

(e.g., identifying phrases within the context of a sentence).

In-this study of NRS, 'the blackout technique was1.applied to two

different sets workbook selections. First, -eaoll new response for-
s

mat wa's selected at its first occurrence.' The blackout ratio for these

,#. A
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fra es (rather than full pages, which sometimes included deveral,
f es) was estimated by a single judge. Of the 32 frames dais
selected, 16 were judged to have no blackout at all. This rpeanS that
all of the texChad to be read by the'student in order to respond as i?. ispecified. Theremaining frames had blackout ratios ranging from 3%
to 66 + %. mIf the purpose of the frae at first occurrence is simply to

.

accustom the learner to a certain mode of.response, then possibly a,
higher blackciut could be tolerated. However, if the intent is toltave,
the student read every word of the text, then,sjorne revision of pages. "
with high blackout ratios is necessary. It should be noted that the
ratio reported here is simply a judgment of one rater. No attempt
was made in this analysis*to validate the judgment with other raters.

' No attempt was made to ascertain whether the drigner had puaposely,.
introduced framed with a high blackout ratio at particular places.

Progress Che cks /Pr
' A low blackout ratio indicates that the material is well programmed

provided that the error rate is low. Assuming that critical content is
being programmed, the errors of students can then be aTeatzed to see
what elements of content presented the greatest difficulty. Such diffi-
culty could indicate that perhaps the functional units fOr the program
are too small for the learners. Lack of errors could also indicate that
the learnerspave mastered the critical content through valid instruc-
tional techniques. Oncb low error rate has been es'tablished, fuither
analysis is necessary to determine what the low error rate means for
the learners.

t.

Data on errors from the progress checks do not pro de the same
kind of information/ as data on errors from an' application of, a blvis-
out technique. In order to Provide blackout ratio information, errors
Made on the instructional,sequences themselves would tabu-
lated and analyzed aftet the mannerused by Holland (1967) error
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data from the Progress checks simply show how many learners retained
--an acceptable number (as judged by the desig-ner) of letter -sound dis-

cri;inations, words, and syntactic patterns at the end of a level or
lesson in NRS.

The sample for which this information is reported consisted of

four classrooms with a total of 74 children, all in Grade 1, Each class-.
room had a different teacher. The data consist of eritTts on progress

.checks for each of the'Levels I through VI of NRS. 'There is one prog-
ress check each for the end of Level I and of Level II. Thereafter, .

there is.,a progress check for each lesson within each level and errors
bare reported in that manner.

The analysis of the data from the progress checks showed a high

level of success for most of the learnbrs. The greatest number of

errors occurred where successfV'e consonants had to be blended. This

is a difficult skill a7nd some errors should be expected here. In some.

cases, the errors of only a few children accounted for all of the errors'
-at a given lesson. The fewest errors occurred at the upper levels
where the most rapid learners were concentrated.

An interesting circumstance to note is that even with the maternae

very carefully ttrtectIrred, The teachers: kill made a'diffeenc.ex,.in the

success ,of -their Stiidents, One teackel t tQ analyze
z ,

errork_ot her students and mideApations eji ogl'etat checker.

fids-same teacher made use of the Koznpt l'bietia'when children were
having difficulty decOding a word. This technique brought success to

students who might otherwise have failed. The unequal progress of.

student bar classroom is evi dentin the data displayed in Figures 7 and

8. Further investigation would be necessary to verify that differences
in student groups by classroom are related to differences in teachers'

strategies within the program,
i.

The degree of individualization by rate of progress through the

materials is s own in Figures 7 and 8. Figure 7 shows the distribution
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of students over the levels of NRS at the end of Grade 1. Fi'gure 8- -
shows the location of the individual students by lessons within these ,

levels. Figure 9 shows the rate pf progress through the levels of NRS
, for six students selecteclbecause of th'e different gaiterns,they followed.

For the task analysis employed in the design of NRS to be clearly
shown to be adequate and effective for the instruction of the selected
5- and 6-year-did population, what is.needed is a validation of the task
analysis within each lessdn sequence. Using a sma,llnumberof stu-
dents, th; blackout technique could be ,determined by empirical investi--
`g-attoriffor the acttfal instructional sequence (not the progress checks). ,

From these results, it could be determined whether some 'of the "steps" I
aro too large or.too small for most of the student's for whom NRS has
been designed. ;

FUrther analysis of lessgz sequences t also be done to deter-
mine what mattrial is redundant for the learners who can progress
rapidly (viz-, those who arrived at Level June, when this study
was .done). Perhaps as the learners spread attend the concepts of
grephernic unit and of syntactic unit are acqt#red, still more variety
is needed in the types of sequences presentechto the learners. _The
size of the-"steps" could-depend on the attend wish which the learner.,
can acquire these two basic concepts needed to, beCilme Skillful in-de-
coding an' in early cOmprehensianiasks. ' -7.;±.,

-,
A V-

!"4:=
t',

A carefully.validated empirical analfiris should be made ofrale-07.,- '=,!,,,,i,* 7

p lected response formats used in this study 6c1. also of a sample of
r ndomly belected workbook pages. Ix? the present rational analysis,

*
even though estimates of tile degree of blackout were made, more pre-
cise information is needed. Sane attention should also be given to the_ ...

modc of, correction of errors within the sequences. Empirical data
would give accurate information on the degree of attention to text that
is required and ell,cited from learners in NRS.
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Figure 7. Distribution of students hroughout levels of NRS at the end of Grade 1, June 1; 1974.
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Conclusions

It is through the instructional strategy that learning-theory enter
the classroom; This study demonstrates and makes more explicit one
designer's mode of introducing behavioral learning principles into the
sequences/of a structured curriculum." The analysis makes evident
four ain principles of instruction: (a) making explicit use of knowl-
edge `alsOut the capabilities of the learner for whom the materials have
been designed, (b) structuring language units so that they can be readily
grasped by the learner, (c) identifying a progression of effective se-
quence types, and (d) specifying the contingencies of reinforcement.

The greatest contribution of this particular currititlurn to knowl-
edge of instruction in reading acquisition is the careful identification
and sequencing of stimuli or learning to read, together with contifigen-.
ties that focus attention on these stimuli. The greatest weakness of
NRS lies in the lack of a complete "sensing" unit for'evaluating student
response in a continuous manner. Vie design task analysis, As elabo-

cZ,rated in the materials, displays a good "mate" with experimental task
analyses describes' in the literature of research on reading acquisition.
Still more precise measures need to'be applied to the sequences of NRS

'to indicate the predictability of the strategies described.

ail

Implications of the Study

Investigations related to curriculum in the past have been directed
mainly toward understanding the effects of instruction. The focus has
been on the effelt of instructional conditions on achievement. This study,
instead, looks at the instructional conditions themselves.' Thp identifi-
cation of behavioral elements in sequences allows for comparison with
like elements in experimental research studies. This study differs from
experimenial research in that it deals with an entire curriculum ez/tend-..
ing over the course of an entire tear. The study deals with the instruc-
tional treatrnent,:_the design. and production.

4,
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Although the particular curriculum analyzed Kere was a ead-

ing program, the method of analysis has general application to other

types of curricula. The main point of the analysis is that it il con-

cerned with the qualitative aspects-of the instruction and depe s upon. _ I
rational analysis and description to actomplish its purpose. 1'he
method requires a clear identification of the variables and the estab-

lishment of meaningful relationships between them. The structure -of

the discipline being taught must be,extracted from the materials and

in some way compared with the structure as seen by researchers of,

or in, that discipline. Task's for learning, should relate the content
. ,

and the process of the skill in such a way that learning is facilitated.

The results of such an analysis provide data useful iyevaluatingvaluating in-
t.

structional products. The method then has general ttpplicalioti to the
e

assessment of instrucfiohal iroducts, especially if these products

have been developed according to principles that allw for the pro-

duction of repficable 4equerices. As atechnologY of instruction_

.
develops ,and is applied to the design of educational materials, new

methodologies for assessing these materials will-be needed. The

analysis performed in this studyls an example of one such methodology.

e
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